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Abstract

We present a body of evidence for
love medicine, originating in the
shamanic physical/spiritual healing
arts, embodying end-of-life (EOL)
palliation through relationships of
loving, artful witness between
caregivers and receivers. We base the
conclusions of our professional
(doctor) and familial (spouse)
practices on the practitioner/research
methodology, Appreciative Inquiry,
focused on life-affirming experiences,
and epitomizing love medicine in
‘building’ relationship through artful
narratives between caregiver and
receiver (experiential model), to
complement ‘taking’ clinical histories
(biomedical model). Our witness to
these healing effects, supported by
relevant literature, builds a body of
evidence for the power of love in 
EOL care.
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Introduction

I know the tricks of mind and body inside out with-
out ever having trained for it, because I got the
touch … I got secrets in my hands that nobody ever
knew to ask. … The medicine flows out of me. The
touch. (Louise Erdrich, Love Medicine, 1984,
pp. 189–190)

WE PRESENT a body of research evidence for applying
love medicine to end-of-life (EOL) care. We liken
love medicine to embodied, loving, artful witness,
evoking the indefinable ‘touch’ that Chipewa healer,
Lipsha Morrissey, tries to articulate in Erdrich’s
novel. Lipsha’s brain is in his heart, Grandpa
Kashpaw tells him; he muses: ‘Your life feels differ-
ent on you, once you greet death, and understand
your heart’s position’ (Erdrich, 1984, p. 213).

Love medicine evokes, and draws on, apprecia-
tion, gratitude, and love expressed outwardly as emo-
tions and experienced inwardly as feelings. We call it
embodied, from the pleasure/pain principle neurosci-
entist Antonio Damasio (2003) explicates from the
work of Bento Spinoza, who recognized that the
heart embraced both body and mind in their parallel
‘affects’ of emotion and feeling. Emotions are the
foundation of feelings (Damasio, 2003, p. 28); out-
ward expression of the emotions of love and gratitude
plays out first in the body, as it instantaneously
responds to a stimulus, then their inward counterparts
play out as feelings in the mind, after a reflective
process. We call love medicine artful too, in the spirit
of Eros, who in Classical Greece was the god of 
both love and creative self-expression. Theologian
Matthew Fox (2002) echoes this in Creativity: Where
the divine and the human meet. In his words, ‘Both
love and art take us into the void and beyond in a kind
of rhythm of birth and rebirth that never ceases’
(2002, p. 34). Psychologist Otto Rank (1975) in Art
and Artist puts creativity at the center of our hearts
and souls, at the same level as love in signaling
health. And philosopher Jacob Needleman proclaims
that ‘the center of gravity of the work of love … [is
that of] one person intentionally listening or speaking
to another’ (2005, pp. 25–26).

The art of love medicine

In Erdrich’s (1984) novel, love medicine originates in
the sacred, shamanic healing art characterizing phys-
ical/spiritual touch as an imperative force to bind
people and cultures together. The feather features in

Native North American rituals of dying that entail
spirit healing; echoed by Gregory and Gregory’s
(2004) case study of hospice care in a person’s final
hours, a bird’s wing symbolizes the sacred flight
from life to death. These archetypes serve as a heal-
ing art form for these hospice caregivers as they
‘midwife’ loving transitions for patients, families,
and themselves. ‘The way in which we construct the
phenomenon of death is crucial to our own experi-
ence of loss and to a loved one’s experience of dying
and of death’ (2004, p. 297).

At the heart of the evidence for love medicine as
a central tenet of EOL palliation are the bodily
senses, especially touch and the witness conveyed
in watching and listening—‘the language of art’.
Touch, uniquely, lets us experience another’s body
simultaneously with our own; in EOL—perhaps all
loving care situations—the skin may supplant
words to enable speech and emotional expression.
In her chapter on touch in A natural history of the
senses, Diane Ackerman describes her experience
of volunteering to hold a premature baby:

Reaching carefully scrubbed, disinfected, warmed
hands through the portholes of the incubator with
pangs of protectiveness, I touch him; it is like reach-
ing into a chrysalis. … He runs a parade of expres-
sions by us, all of them perfectly readable …
irritation, calm, puzzled, happy, mad. (1991, p. 72)

This captures Spinoza’s concept of affect written on
the body, distinct from inner feeling. Dying people,
too, and those in spiritual, emotional, or physical
pain ‘may accept and welcome forms of intimate
touch, which they would reject in other circum-
stances and social interactions’ (Dobson, Upadhyaya,
Conyers, & Raghavan, 2002, p. 353). The sense of
seeing (‘touching with the eyes’) as love medicine is
exemplified in Nova Scotia artist Robert Pope’s con-
versation with cancer patient, Jean, who feels fully
human and in relationship to the moment of death,
without verbal dialogue: ‘When a person looks at
you and loves, you are no longer ugly and unclean
with disease and each day seems a precious gift to be
cherished and savored to the full’ (as cited in
Hawthorne & Yurkovich, 2003, p. 263).

We refrain from defining love medicine further,
except to say that, like deep, intimate relationship,
you know it when you experience it; like all art it is
better shown than told, so the data for this qualitative
study take the form of exemplars. As self-study
researchers (Lander & Graham-Pole, 2006), we ana-
lyze our personal lived experience of giving and
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receiving love medicine in EOL settings. We resist
any mind–body–spirit split by ‘writing in’ our bodies
(see Ellingson, 2006)—our positioning, to use
Chiseri-Strater and Stone Sunstein’s terms: fixed (by
gender, race and age), subjective (by life experi-
ences), and textual (e.g. first-person writing) (1997,
pp. 57–58). Dorothy is a 60-year-old Anglo-Saxon
Canadian in her 35th year as an art-based adult edu-
cation researcher, and a recently bereaved spouse.
John is a 65-year-old English pediatrician in his 41st
year as a doctor, working as a palliative and art med-
icine clinician, teacher, and researcher. These embod-
ied positions indelibly shape the choices we present
as the body of evidence for EOL love medicine.

Our findings and analysis draw on the action
research methodology, Appreciative Inquiry (AI),
to theorize on our experiential evidence of love
medicine—the narrative relationships between the
dying and their caregivers. AI’s narrative and social
constructionist underpinnings contend that our sub-
ject of focus becomes our reality; it steers attention
from adversarial and blame-oriented ‘problem-
solving’ toward ‘storying the best of what is to
envision what might be’ (see Watkins & Mohr,
2001). In palliative care, AI’s philosophy of
embodied, loving witness, coupled with dialogical
and artful research, echoes the ‘efficient loving
care’ that Cicely Saunders, British nurse, social
worker, doctor and founder of the modern hospice
movement, defines as a blend of knowledge and
empathy in serving people with life-limiting illness
(Saunders, 1984, p. 238). To add rigor, our exem-
plars offer multiple perspectives—researchers (for-
mal/informal), contexts (home/hospital, adult/child
subjects), and artforms/sources of inspiration
(play/photography/memory/touch/animals). We
supplement our findings with narrative and experi-
ential research into the effects of loving relation-
ships between the dying and their caregivers.

Personal exemplars of love
medicine

Exemplars go beyond examples in presenting qual-
itative evidence; examples suggest one choice is as
good as another, whereas exemplars are those most
relevant to the phenomenon, representing it in an
embodied way and animating subjects’ and
researchers’ own voices (Lindlof, 1995, p. 268).
Our evidence is expressed through the lens of
locally and historically situated narrative.

Exemplar 1: Play medicine
(Dorothy)1

I dropped 45 pounds while my beloved husband
Patrick was ‘living his dying’, so I had few clothes
that fit; my bereavement counselor expressed this as
a ‘bit of you dying with him’. When Patrick’s
daughter Susan came on a visit from Toronto, her
first approach to my ill-fitting wardrobe was to
assume the role of shopping scout in the few
women’s clothing stores in our small Nova Scotia
town. At first glance, it seemed that Susan, who is
five foot tall, couldn’t offer any solutions for my six-
foot frame from her own tiny, elegant wardrobe; but
little by little she presented me with choice personal
items, some fitting stepmother better than stepdaugh-
ter. We also took cherished items from my wardrobe
to the local seamstress, making alterations not only
for me but for Susan. We would come home and
dress up like teenagers, then collapse together in
peals of laughter on the upstairs bed.

Eager to share the joke with Patrick, we mounted
a fashion show in the downstairs bed-sitting room
(now our bedroom), decked out like middle-aged
models on a runway. We knew Patrick, who stood
five-foot-six, would get a kick out of the ludicrous
notion of clothes-sharing between petite daughter
and towering wife. As we paraded and offered run-
ning commentary on each outfit, we were rewarded
with his (oh, so familiar) flash of delight at this
absurdity. Susan had brought along a kit of brightly
colored beads, from which she strung necklaces for
me, herself, and younger sister Louise, incorporating
as well some lustrous black beads from a necklace
Patrick had bought for her in a New York museum
shop, and which to her dismay had broken. Bringing
these shining black beads ‘back to life’ made a fit-
ting finishing touch to our fashion show.

The photo (Fig. 1) was taken just as Susan and I
were making our way into the public sphere to
attend an academic lecture, the first time I had left
since Patrick took to our bed at the onset of his last
illness. What the photo of Susan and I decked out
in our finery does not tell is that it was the camera-
resistant Patrick, this vulnerable dying person,
who took it. This re-membering of the humanity of
the person behind the camera, fully living his
dying two months before his death, blurs the line
between caregiver and cared-for. The love written
on our bodies is reflected in Patrick’s witness, the
way that Irish philosopher John O’Donohue
speaks of beauty as:
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the grace that love brings into one’s life. As the soul
can render the face luminous so too can love turn up
the hidden light within a person’s life. Love changes
the way we see ourselves and others. We feel beau-
tiful when we are loved, and to evoke an awareness
of beauty in another is to give them a precious gift
they will never lose. (2004, p. 15)

This exemplar echoes Canadian nursing
researchers Denise Hawthorne and Nancy Yurkovich:
‘Relationship in palliative care offers both patient
and health professional an opportunity to reaffirm
purpose in life and to be profoundly transformed’
(2003, p. 263). They quote an exemplar for profes-
sional caregivers from Gino’s (1985) end-of-life
memoir, Rusty:

It was the one place I could be totally me. The place
I could be as smart, as kind, as giving, and as real as
I was capable of being. My patients and I had an
understanding past words; we needed each other;
we healed each other; and neither of us judged the
other. There was no mask, no preference; we were
just human beings. (as cited in Hawthorne &
Yurkovich, 2003, p. 263)

Looking at this photograph almost two years later
evokes its power to engender love; I can recapture
Patrick’s witness through the camera’s eye envi-
sioning his beloved daughter and wife comforting
each other in the future. In this altruistic act of
leave-taking, he implicitly echoed the central ques-
tion of the French philosopher of oppression,
Simone Weil, which binds relationship through lov-
ing attention: ‘What are you going through?’ (1977,
p. 115). The funny and loving nature of this exem-
plar captures for us the embodied ‘brain-in-heart’
witness flowing through all three of us, without

dissembling, judging, or holding back—touching
and healing each spirit, mind, and body.

Exemplar 2: Breath medicine (John)
As a palliative care pediatrician, I have met situations
reaching beyond the conventional doctor–patient
relationship to friendship, even love. So it was with
‘Laura’, a young woman of intelligence and beauty,
committed to success in the world, for whom things
came swiftly to a halt a month after her 16th birthday
as she awoke with severe abdominal cramps and
threw up bile and blood. A CAT scan showed a
craggy mass overlying her upper intestine; a biopsy
later that day revealed widespread cancer.

During her short illness Laura kept her own counsel,
saying little about what had beset her. It was as if a great
bird had swooped down and swept her up, dropping her
down in a strange country where everyone spoke a lan-
guage of which she understood not a word. In hospital
she had one steadfast rule: no one entered her room until
her wig was in place. But baldness wasn’t the only dis-
figuring side-effect of our treatments; here is an entry on
a resident doctor’s admitting chart note:

Caucasian female, 16 years; known non-Hodgkin
lymphoma. Multiple admissions for chemo admin.,
fever and neutropenia. Physical exam positive for
diffuse obesity, scalp alopecia, facial and truncal
acne, grade II striae, loss of muscle bulk, particu-
larly in central areas.

The medical jargon captures the naked image of
bodily wreckage; but that body stayed linked to a
will to do everything to maintain demeanor and
appearance, declaring a personal vendetta on this
unflattering clinical description. An even more
hideous insult lay in store, though; the cancer sud-
denly invaded her spinal cord, paralyzing her from
the chest down and forcing her into hospital to live
out her remaining time. She caught pneumonia and
got progressively shorter of oxygen; her mother and
I were both ready for her body and mind to be filled
with morphine for a peaceful end, but Laura wasn’t
there. Although her breathing needed the help of a
respirator, she insisted on staying alert. Even in her
physical and emotional anguish she made it clear
she didn’t want to be ‘doped up’; the only thing she
asked was I stay with her.

I had looked in to check on her and say goodnight
before heading home. With an endotracheal tube in
her windpipe, Laura couldn’t talk, but was awake
enough to write on a small blackboard propped on
the bedclothes covering her knees. She pushed it
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towards me. Her mother told me she had been wait-
ing for my visit, and shyly drew my attention to
what she had written.

‘Don’t leave me’, was scrawled unmistakably on
the board.

‘She wants you to stay with her, doc. I know it’s
a lot to ask, but she trusts you …’

This was the closest Laura came to unguarded dia-
logue with me. She lived 36 hours more; I camped in
her room, leaving only for the bathroom. The nurses
brought food in on a tray for me and her mother.
Laura was getting hers via a nasogastric tube; I won-
dered more than once about this added indignity—if
you can’t enjoy its taste, and you’re about to die,
what’s the point of food? But this 16-year-old, a
minor by the law’s standards, and given to keeping
her own counsel, had made her wishes known: she
wasn’t ready to go. The judgments of professional
and personal caregivers have no ethical status against
the autonomy of a fully aware young woman.

Throughout the next day, and until the early hours
of the following night, I sat as close as the machin-
ery of terminal care allowed, dozing and waking, my
right hand mostly clasping her left. She wrote only
occasional one-word answers to my attempts at con-
versation. Yet it felt during her dying time that we
drew closer than we had ever been. They say we all
have within us the cells of Napoleon, or Jesus Christ,
or whoever. Toward the end I felt we were exchang-
ing something. I would lean in among the tubes and
get the strong sense of her cells being shed into my
breath; at the same time I was breathing my own into
her. It was as though I was carrying something of her
immortality into the world, while she took a piece of
my earthly body to rest in heaven. It was a peaceful
feeling; a peaceful death.

Cell shed

I lean in among the plastic tubes besetting you,

my breath voluntary, yours urged.

Our cells mingle each with

the other’s, spilling in spindrift

of air-water-ice between mouths.

You, going, dying, take my life to rest.

I, living, left, draw in, exhale your seed.

(Graham-Pole, 2002a, p. 41)

This poem evokes love medicine in the embodied
knowing that accompanies our every breath, from the

first at birth—inhalation—to the last at death—exhalation.
Eleanor Lohr (2006) in her doctoral research, Love at
work, captures these distinctions as eros and agape. Her
self-study, like our AI methodology, offers evidence
through lived experience of bringing love into profes-
sional practice through ‘a pedagogy of presence’.

If eros is the inhalation, the breath that seeks the
divine focusing attention on the object of desire … all
subtle sensibility lost in the drive to fulfill its objec-
tive, then agape is the exhalation, the breath that
releases the divine into everyday life. It broadens
awareness and acts through the heart, opening, widen-
ing and responding, carrying its innate capacity to
encompass paradox and dissonance. (2006, p. 233)

I call this exemplar Breath Medicine to recall the
concept of Eskimo (Inuit) art developed by anthro-
pologist Edmund Carpenter, who tells us: ‘The
Eskimo word “to make poetry” is the word “to
breathe;” both are derivatives of anerca, the soul, that
which is eternal, the breath of life’ (1966, p. 212).

Exemplar 3: Memory medicine
(John)

Cartoons

Janet said: ‘Dying I don’t mind

but not please in diapers, doctor!’

(She thought, did she, I’d some

Hippocratic power to veto that?)

For diapered in due time she died,

Greg changing her like his own baby

in the Disney parking lot through her

last weekend between carousel rides

until sunset, two 21-year-old lovers in

the best of humors, and still my friends,

who wouldn’t let me back off and do

my doctor stuff.

(Graham-Pole, 2001, p. 19)

The quotidian but extra-ordinary details of my
loving friendship with ‘Janet’ inspired this poem,
written five years after her death to honor the bond
between us: a young woman who stayed undaunted,
even funny, in the face of her devastating cancer as
she passed over the threshold of death, and her doc-
tor, more than twice her age, with a 20-year-old
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daughter of his own; a bond we both knew would be
short by the world’s measure.

Janet knew from the start our attempts to cure her
illness would prove unavailing, so she set out to
coax me into friendship with her, not ‘let me back
off and do my doctor stuff’. Having decided she
could trust me, she came to my clinic with her
boyfriend in tow but rarely her parents; that way,
she said, she could get the ‘straight poop’. The bold,
artful humor of ‘Dying I don’t mind but not please
in diapers …’ catches her spirit, the line between
healer and heal-ee once more blurred. For her last
weekend at Disneyland with her man, she stocked
up on a morphine script from me that, despite the
racking pain from her widespread bone cancer, let
her ‘ride high’ on the carousels with Greg (who had
long mastered the ‘art’ of diaper changing). I never
did find out which bathroom they used.

This exemplar echoes former St Christopher’s
Hospice chaplain-researcher Rachel Stanworth’s
definition of love: ‘an expression of committed
attention … that says “I am here for you”, revealing
to the other that they are lovable’ (2004, p. 232).
Building on Iris Murdoch’s words that ‘a loving look
cherishes and adds substance, a contemptuous gaze
withers’ (2004, p. 232), Stanworth shows us loving
attention can transform the reality of being human to
one of peak experience for caregiver and receiver.

Exemplar 4: Touch medicine (John)
Cultural meanings around touch are accentuated in
death rituals. I witnessed this with the family of a
dying Chinese boy, generational and cultural differ-
ences playing a crucial part. Whereas six-year-old sis-
ter Joy longed to touch 18-year-old brother Dan in the
very act of dying—she asked to listen to his fast-
fading heart through the stethoscope—her parents
grabbed her away from him, believing any physical
contact with their son would hold his soul forever in
our world.

Joy

Five AM: they call me through July-night-end rain

to head-pounding pulse-falling Dan, of the

platelets long dead, and no Asian donor in town

better than a ‘C-match’ save sister Joy, of the

six-year-old veins too frail for sixteen-gauges.

And his last knowing act, as blood floods his

ventricles on CAT scan and the seizures begin,

is to sing solace to mom, dad, nurse, me,

Joy and himself, into the rising dawn. Joy

watches the stifling of maternal sobs

(woman of Xian, inured against public sorrow)

but, unschooled in this, cries her own holy water,

while clutching mom’s hand for last rites,

while painting my portrait in the passage,

while breakfasting on scrambled egg, choco-milk,

while asking in her thrush’s voice:

‘Why must my brother die? Is he an angel yet?

Are you my friend now?’ So Nurse Sonnie asks:

‘Do you want to say goodbye?’ She: ‘Can I hear
him

with the stethoscope?’ But her daddy grasps her,

bears her back, nor do these parents touch their

fading son farewell, for fear they trap his soul

in our world. Instead, she says goodbye to me,

paint from her portrait sticky on the pulp of

each finger as the elevator shuts between us.

(Graham-Pole, 2002b, p. 71)

As this death scene plays out, Joy seems to accept
her parents’ belief that none must touch Dan; nor
can they find it in themselves to comfort her, con-
sumed as they are with communal grief, which they
struggle to hide from all of us and even from each
other. Instead, Joy fastens her attention on me, as if
she sensed my own distress at these sudden awful
events. Leaving her brother’s side for the last time,
she grasps my hand firmly in her tiny one and
inquires of me: ‘Are you my friend now?’ Off we go
hand-in-hand for my portrait painting in the pas-
sageway, then on to the hospital cafeteria, where we
tuck in close to each other, and she (having not yet
acculturated her family norms) ‘cries her own holy
water’, accompanied by some of my own, as she
wolfs down a hearty breakfast.

The unspoken, eloquent, mutual experience of
touch was for both of us an exchange of love; just
who was palliating whom?

Touch is a natural accompaniment to the loving
attention of both professional and family caregivers,
crossing generations and cultures. Stanworth illus-
trates this with Jean-Francois’s deathbed words:
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‘What do I care about existential issues now? I just
want someone to hold my hand’ (2002, p. 195). She
places loving attention at the center of narrative
inquiry into the spiritual needs of dying people, as
with a patient’s deep comfort from the cool pillow-
case her nurse gives her to rest on when feverish, or
an incontinent man enjoying conversation during a
blanket bath because it restores in him his sense of
self where his ‘silly male pride’, as he calls it, melts
away (2002, p. 192). For Stanworth, attention
involves the act of comforting others coupled with
the paradoxical notion of self-forgetting, wherein lies
the potential for wider awareness: ‘Attention is about
caregivers developing a receptive stillness and under-
standing. They may then see why a hospice patient
wanted to keep her dying flowers because they
helped her to “let go”’ (2002, p. 194).

The senses of seeing, listening, and touching, in the
face of the indignities of dying, featured in John’s
examples echo Ann Julienne Russ’s phenomenologi-
cal research with AIDS patients, for example, her con-
versation with a health aide, Carey, as he showed her,

as we changed Trevor, that there were many ways to
change a diaper. One is brisk and efficient. ‘It gets
the job done,’ he said later, but it can be ‘degrading,
embarrassing to the patient.’ Another is more con-
siderate: he held Trevor gently on one side as we
rolled his body to pull away the soiled diaper, then
turned Trevor back toward him, looked him in the
eyes, asked how he was doing as we placed the
clean diaper. (2005, p. 137)

Exemplar 5: Animal medicine
(Dorothy)
In the months after Patrick’s death, still on university
sabbatical leave, I pondered if, and how, I could
return to academic life. Autobiography and art in
social movement learning had been the focus of my
earlier research (see Lander, 2004). My work on the
distinction between the gift of service and the com-
modification of services in my AI study of university
service work (Lander, 2001) echoes Russ’s work in a
San Francisco hospice on how paid caregivers navi-
gate the terrain between love (gift) and market (com-
modity) economies. For Edmund Carpenter, the
evanescent art of service workers—gardeners, cooks,
and hairdressers—is associated with the ‘baser’
senses, whereas preservable art associated with the
‘higher’ senses of sight and sound, and the market-
place, legitimates painters and musicians as artists
(Carpenter, 2004, p. 5). Evanescent art tends to be

created for love, not money. I had not worked in
health care, but seeing how Patrick’s four daughters
and I had all used evanescent art in our care, and how
palliative care puts huge store in the gift economy—
the unpaid service work of mostly women family
members—I Googled for professional development
courses linking art and palliative care. Finding only
one fit, I made a 2000-mile solo pilgrimage in my
trusty old Subaru from Nova Scotia to the University
of Florida’s Center for the Arts in Healthcare
Research and Education (CAHRE) ‘2005 Summer
Intensive Health Care and the Arts’. I was still filled
with grief—it was more like a spiritual quest.

I was promptly cast as volunteer artist-in-
residence, shadowing the paid artists. Writer-in-
residence Gail Ellison facilitated a workshop where
she asked us to write a story about an animal in our
life. These would form part of a collection for Shands
Hospital’s heart transplant unit, to comfort patients
and families during their sometimes year-long waits
for new hearts. As it turned out, both my pieces
involved our pet, Puss. I wrote this e-mail to Gail:

One of your suggestions for the first writing bit was
‘a phone call from the roommate from hell’, and
this sparked some thoughts about phone conversa-
tions I have been having with my roommate from
heaven (nobody goes to hell in my view). This first
writing begged to come out as a poem, so here it is,
with its prose companion.

A phone call from the roommate from heaven

He always knew my numbers

So he could reach me at all times

And I would hear his voice

Telling tasks of the everyday.

‘Pick up cat food at the vet’s,

Don’t forget the receipt.’

After he died

I could not hear his voice

For the longest time.

I had first met him on the phone

And loved his voice before I loved him.

By and by the deep familiar tones recalled

Wondrously, our phone link was restored.

The messages were the same.
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‘Pick up the cat food at the vet’s.

Don’t forget the receipt.’

The import was different.

The messenger of grief

Wrapped me in a caress

of healing tears.

Puss and Patrick

We named her Scrumpy Jill. If she had been a
male cat, we would have named her Scrumpy Jack
after my favourite English cider. The name somehow
never stuck and we fell into calling her just Puss.

Patrick pretended he didn’t care for cats—that the
only reason we got Puss was to keep down the mouse
population in the old farmhouse where we lived for
almost 18 years. I always doubted this, especially since
Puss rarely caught a mouse, and never in the house. In
winter she would never venture out in the snow for fear
of wetting her paws, and in summer she would bring
back only the odd wee mouse or mole and deposit it on
the front stoop for our admiration. Every so often,
when he thought I wasn’t looking, I’d catch Patrick
stroking Puss; this affection quickly proved mutual.
Whenever he wasn’t in his kitchen table chair, its blue
cushion embroidered with the red dragon (I always
thought it just right that Patrick matched up with the
only magical animal in the Chinese horoscope), Puss
would be curled up there, grooming, sleeping and
growing portly. (At the vet’s they never used the 
f-t word—no, Puss was round.)

All this was long before 7 May 2004 when
Patrick was diagnosed with colon cancer. They
operated the same day, my 57th birthday; the doctor
told us it was still contained within his lymph
nodes, so Patrick went through the cycles of
chemotherapy for as long as he could. When he was
in hospital, his first and last question of the day was
about Puss. ‘How’s Puss?’ ‘Have you left her food
and water?’ ‘Have you got a good supply of her
(weight-reduction) food?’ These had been Patrick’s
chores; he had retired after 27 years as CBC radio
and TV broadcaster in Halifax to the rural univer-
sity town where I lived, while I continued my full-
time teaching and research; so it was he who kept
the home fires burning.

Before he came home, I moved our bedroom
downstairs and bought a fancy easy chair, with
remote control so he could get easily in and out.
Here he spent his days—and so did Puss. When she

climbed up on his lap he made no effort to remove
her. She had always been an erratic purr-er, but dur-
ing this time she put her best purr forward and it
was like a caress for both Patrick and me. She even
got to sleep in our bed—between us was her loca-
tion of choice—a no-no when we slept upstairs.

The night Patrick died peacefully in hospital, he
saved some of his last words to ask after Puss. Next
morning when at last I came home, I just kept
numbly stroking and stroking her. She was never my
lap cat, but for once she didn’t object to my non-stop
stroking. By and by, though, I noticed she had
stopped sitting and purring in Patrick’s kitchen table
chair. The empty chair became a looming pres-
ence/absence; I wished she would sit once more on
the dragon cushion and purr. I turned the dragon
upside down—no Puss. I removed the cushion—no
Puss. I moved Patrick’s chair to another spot at the
table (my own), and began to sit on it myself—still
no Puss. Then one day—one of my darker days—I
came home from errands and found her curled up on
the dragon. She was purring.

In this exemplar, animal medicine doubles as
touch medicine; touch metaphorically underpins the
other senses—purring acting as caress. It also
extends loving witness beyond the sense of sight
and beyond the human species. Oliver allies the lov-
ing eye of witness to the whole sensing body: ‘a
reflection that is communicated not on the smooth
hard resistant surface of a mirror but in the tissues
of the flesh of the world’ (2001, p. 221). Evoking
Spinoza’s concept of emotion written on the body,
animal behaviour researcher Jonathan Balcombe
(2006), in Pleasurable kingdom, opens his chapter
on Love with the story of Greyfriars Bobby, who,
for 14 years from the day John Gray died in 1858 in
Edinburgh, spent every night beside his master’s
tomb. Puss’s and Patrick’s story supports the con-
cept that animals display love, not only as profound
grief but also in displays of intimacy—loving wit-
ness soothing those in distress.

Concluding reflections

The 17th-century philosophical and scientific revo-
lution identified with, among others, English physi-
cist and mathematician Isaac Newton’s laws of
predictable cause and effect, and French philoso-
pher René Descartes’ mind–body–spirit split, is
often thought to presage the Eurocentric biomedical
model of evidence-based medicine (EBM). This
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dominant paradigm privileges the rational analysis
of the mind and spirit as split from the body in
healthcare research and practice, and still digs in its
heels in its hypothesis-driven and outcomes-based
discourses at determining what counts as evidence
of ‘quality care’ (Kearney, 2000, p. 20). But a grow-
ing body of qualitative and narrative evidence,
together with the new physics of relationship and of
unpredictable, hard-to-measure outcomes, is nib-
bling away at this dominance.

One marker of this shift is the Commission on the
Social Determinants of Health (CSDH) established
by the World Health Organization in March 2005.
Although tending to focus on deficit social determi-
nants, including unemployment, unsafe workplaces,
urban slums, globalization, and lack of access (see
CSDH, no date, p. 1), it also welcomes community-
based and art-based research, consistent with AI’s
positive stance (‘the best of what is to envision what
might be’). Our review surfaced several references to
art as advocacy in health equity practice and
research, although art as a social determinant of
health is more often implied than declared. However,
two topics at the 2006 Fourth Biennial International
Conference of the International Society for Equity in
Health—aboriginal health and arts and equity in
health—support our exemplars of love medicine as
an art-based health determinant (ISEqH, no date).
One abstract (Vadiveloo, Lawler, Imam, & Philip-
Harbutt, 2006) declared: ‘the impact of participation
in arts and cultural activities on health and wellbeing
is becoming recognized through the world’.

Our exemplars support this declaration, through
evidence of the potential for art in palliative medi-
cine: ‘practice that goes beyond the instrumental,
opening up creative relationships between research
and practice, participant and practitioner’
(Vadiveloo et al., 2006), and balancing the CSDH
emphasis on deficit determinants by focusing the AI
lens on positive determinants. We envision that the
evanescent art of service work featured in many of
our exemplars might be an under-valued and under-
researched determinant of health. Although we
think differences in researchers, contexts, method-
ologies, artforms, and sources of inspiration
strengthen our research’s rigor, we also see cross-
pollination between our exemplars. Each evokes for
caregivers and receivers spontaneous pleasure, a
hallmark of the gift economy but not biomedicine’s
market economy (Hyde, 1983). Investigating the
physiology of the outward expression of emotion
and the inward experience of feeling, neuroscientist

Damasio (2003) expands the work of Spinoza
(Descartes’ and Newton’s contemporary) in recog-
nizing that the body and mind experience parallel
‘affects’, the essential ingredients of which are pain
and pleasure. At heart a protobiologist, Spinoza
inspired Einstein to develop his ‘new physics’ the-
ory of relativity, and by extension, of human rela-
tionship. Damasio develops Spinoza’s mechanics of
emotion to present compelling evidence that its out-
ward display, whether positive (love or apprecia-
tion) or negative (fear or grief), precede the explicit
recognition and articulation of inward feelings. He
invokes Shakespeare’s Richard II, who, having lost
his crown and awaiting imprisonment and death,
‘notes that the “external manner of laments”
expressed in his face are merely “shadows of the
unseen grief”, a grief that “swells with silence in the
tortured soul”. His conscious experience of grief
“lies all within”’ (2003, p. 27).

In Dorothy’s first exemplar, the outer bodily
expression of love and appreciation on our faces in
the photo that Patrick snapped precede our conscious
experience of the inner feeling of being loved and
appreciated, which Susan and I can still articulate
and draw on in our grief journey. Patrick was ‘living
his dying’ in full humanity by actively practicing love
medicine toward his family, blurring the dichotomy
between caregiver and cared-for. All three of John’s
exemplars show giver and receiver, personal and pro-
fessional outwardly and inwardly expressing loving
care for each other. Friendship, amounting to mutual
love and appreciation, is present in each, something
typically associated with the private, not the working,
life of doctors. In the ‘goldfish bowl’ of modern med-
icine, friendships with patients and their families can
register as professional impropriety; but John’s rela-
tionships with Laura, Janet, and Joy are evidence that
the practice of love medicine necessarily collapses
work and life.

Our exemplars also explicate the French philosopher
of oppression Simone Weil’s words: ‘Absolute atten-
tion is prayer’ (1977, p. 106). We cultivate loving kind-
ness to each other’s bodies, minds, and spirits in living
the experience of dying and/or caring for each other in
their dying. Dorothy’s ‘animal medicine’ exemplar of
sustaining phone dialogue with her husband beyond
death adds to the evidence of the power of prayer
assembled by Larry Dossey (1993), articulating
shamanic love medicine as loving attention with ties to
the Divine. Dialogue comes from the Greek λoγoσ, later
meaning word’ but originally relationship; as in ‘In the
beginning was the word’ (=divine-human relationship)
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(Isaacs, 1999, p. 19). Dossey tells of asking a dying
patient: ‘What do you pray for?’ The man said his
prayer was not for anything: ‘It mainly reminds me I
am not alone.’ This reminded Dossey of spiritual
teacher Jiddu Krishnamurti’s insistence that the way to
give the deepest comfort to a loved one close to death
is to ‘tell him that in his death a part of you dies and
goes with him. Wherever he goes, you go also. He will
not be alone’(Dossey, 1993, p. 209). This finds an echo
in John’s Cell shed poem. Dossey references an array
of randomized controlled trials (EBM’s gold standard)
of healing through prayer that are yet to be accepted in
most conventional health care systems.

‘Meaning-focused care’ is a defining feature of
many qualitative research methodologies—that of
making sense of lived experience through story
telling and receiving (Breithart & Heller, 2002, p. 1).
It is key to feminist research’s experiential approach
(Wilkinson, 2000), in which ill patients are ‘regarded
as “experts” on their own lives and “authorities” on
their own experience’ (2000, p. 362). Body–spirit
health is very aptly linked to health psychology in
Malony’s (1996) article on John Wesley, founder of
the Methodist Church, who devoted much of his life
to improving the health of marginalized people.
Malony recognizes that Wesley’s interests encom-
passed every major health psychology field described
in Joseph Matarazzo’s (1982) definitive text. The
association between religious coping and caring in
‘informal’ EOL caregivers was also the subject of a
recent study (Pearce, Singer, & Prigerson, 2006) that
found the quality of relationship between caregivers
and God had profound effects on their experience
and well-being.

Our evidence personifies our definition of love
medicine as an embodied witness that co-creates the
giving and receiving of care between the dying and
their familial and professional caregivers. This narra-
tive, experiential model ‘builds’ a clinical history and
binding relationship between story teller and listener,
to complement the biomedical model which ‘takes’ a
clinical history from a dying person and/or family
(see Haidet & Paterniti, 2003). The latter has become
standardized through the ‘SOAP’ (subjective, objec-
tive, assessment, plan) history-taking methodology,
with which every American resident doctor has an
enduring relationship (Graham-Pole, 2005).

Our work is grounded in AI, a qualitative
methodology concerned with life-affirming, dialog-
ical experience. AI’s goal is to illuminate what is of
value for individuals and communities, and to reach
‘through the appreciative attitude/pose to capture

the miraculous’ (Kearney, 2000, p. 20). It engages a
wide range of participants in telling their personal
experiences of ‘the best of what is’, and listening to
those of others, leading to collective theorizing and
possible action to mobilize groups and organizations
to envision ‘the best of what might be’. Its theory-into-
practice potential aspires to a unitary-transformative
paradigm (Cowling, 1999, p. 132) by transcending
the mind–body–spirit split, and the subsumed
dichotomies of action/theory, sense/soul, stories/
numbers, and aesthetics/empirics. Its generative
capacity shifts ‘from a question of whether a theory
corresponds with observed facts (biomedical para-
digm) to a question of whether a theory offers
provocative possibilities for action’ (1999, p. 133).
We believe AI can add to health psychology research
by recognizing each person’s way of knowing as
unique and nourishing to the human spirit through
individual, and potentially collective, transformation.

The growing body of evidence of the healing
properties of love in the work of physicians
Saunders, Dossey, and Damasio, together with
Stanworth’s and Russ’s narrative-based qualitative
research, reinforce the HeartMath Institute’s docu-
mentation of increased heart rhythm synchronicity
and oxytocin secretion accompanying ‘positive’
emotions such as love, appreciation and gratitude
(McCraty & Childre, 2003). Collectively, they sup-
port our embodied witness to the healing of the
dying and their caregivers through touching, seeing,
and listening. This research mirrors the feminist
aspect of Eros: women’s erotic forms of compas-
sionate care are closer to the sources of the pleasure
principle and less subjugate to the performance
principle, with the potential to collapse caregivers’
‘work into their life’ (Trask, 1986, p. 90, emphases
in original).

Our exemplars, finally, add to the social determi-
nants of integrative/holistic health, which efface race,
gender, and class, as in Brazilian adult educator Paulo
Freire’s dialectical ideas of loving witness as ‘the
foundation of dialogue and dialogue itself’; his work
with the oppressed and marginalized focuses on a
‘principal contradiction’ (Freire, 2002, p. 89). In EOL
care, the gift/market economy and private/public life
represent principal contradictions. In the face of loss,
death, and grief, love medicine integrates, rejecting
the binary illogic of mind/body, private/public, the-
ory/practice, arts/science, palliative/curative, objec-
tive/subjective evidence, and engaging familial and
professional caregivers in whole-person relationship
with the dying and each other.
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Coda

Our individual and combined work on EOL love
medicine has served to deepen our own living rela-
tionships, including that between us—something
beginning as a collegial on-line dialogue but deep-
ening naturally into an enduring friendship, which
we attribute to the subject of this research.

Note

1. See previous version (Lander, Napier, Fry,
Brander, & Acton, 2006).
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